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ZHANGJIAKOU: Members of the Chinese military inspect the area after an explosion near a chemical factory in Zhangjiakou, some 200km northwest of Beijing yesterday. —AFP 

ZHANGJIAKOU: A truck carrying combustible chem-
icals exploded at the entrance of a chemical factory
in a northern Chinese city that will host the 2022
Winter Olympics yesterday, leaving 23 people dead
and 22 others injured, state media and authorities
said. The blast ignited other vehicles, leaving charred
and smoking remains of trucks and cars scattered on
a road as firefighters worked at the scene, according
to images posted online by state media. A witness
told AFP he heard a “very loud bang” after midnight
and saw a field and trucks engulfed in flames outside
the factory in Zhangjiakou, a city some 200 kilome-
tres (124 miles) northwest of Beijing.

The side of a building was covered in soot in front
of a row of burnt out trucks across the road, footage
broadcast by CCTV showed following the latest
deadly incident to hit a factory in China. The blast
damaged 38 trucks and 12 cars, the local propaganda

department said on its Twitter-like Weibo social
media account. The injured were taken to hospitals
for treatment following the blast at 00:41 am, accord-
ing to the department. The death toll rose from 22 to
23 later in the day after another body was found,
according to the city government.

The factory’s and exterior archway were black-
ened. Across from the blast, AFP reporters saw a
field of blackened grass and trees, with smoke bil-
lowing from the embers. Heavy machinery was
brought in to remove debris. A truck carrying
acetylene blew up when entering the plant, igniting
nearby vehicles, according to the official Xinhua
news agency, which cited a preliminary investiga-
tion. Rescue efforts and the investigation were still
underway, Xinhua said. The Zhangjiakou propagan-
da department said the blast occurred near Hebei
Shenghua Chemical Co., but Xinhua later reported

that it happened at the entrance of nearby Haipo’er
New Energy Technology Co.

‘A fireball’ 
“It was after midnight when I put down my phone

to go to bed when I heard a very loud bang, followed
by a few more,” said a man named Zhang who works
in another chemical factory some 200 metres (yards)
from the blast site. “There was a shaking and two
pieces of the ceiling fell. I thought it was an earth-
quake so I hid under a bed for a while,” he said.

“When I looked out of the window I saw a large
fireball sweep across the area,” said Zhang, whose car
was singed. He awoke others in his dormitory and
they ran to safety. “Even the grass outside our factory
was on fire, so we quickly put it out,” he said. Beijing
is hosting the 2022 Winter Games, with some of the
mountain sport competitions taking place on the out-

skirts of Zhangjiakou. The explosion occurred in the
city’s Qiaodong district. Snowboard, cross-country
skiing and freestyle skiing events will be held some
45 minutes away in Chongli.

Industrial, road accidents
Road and industrial accidents are common in

China. A blast at a chemical plant in southwest
Sichuan province left 19 dead and 12 injured in July.
The company had undertaken illegal construction
that had not passed safety checks, according to
local authorities. In 2015, giant chemical blasts in a
container storage facility killed at least 165 people
in the northern port city of Tianjin. The explosions
caused more than $1 billion in damage and sparked
widespread anger at a perceived lack of trans-
parency over the accident’s causes and its environ-
mental impact.—AFP 
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WASHINGTON: A Mississippi Republican who
drew scorn for making racially insensitive com-
ments managed to hold her US Senate seat
Tuesday in the final race of 2018, networks pro-
jected, avoiding what could have been an
embarrassing setback for President Donald
Trump. Incumbent Senator Cindy Hyde-Smith
was leading Democratic challenger Mike Espy,
a former congressman, by 54.4 percent to 45.6
percent with 94 percent of precincts reporting,
according to Fox News and NBC.

The runoff in the Republican stronghold
between Hyde-Smith, who is white, and Espy,
who is black, came under national scrutiny
when unsettling remarks by the senator-who
said she would attend a “public hanging” for a
supporter-were widely interpreted as alluding
to Mississippi’s history of lynchings and other
racist violence. Hyde-Smith’s victory preserves
the 53-47 majority that Republicans will hold in
the Senate when the new Congress convenes in
January, even as Democrats gained at least 39
seats in the House of Representatives, with one
race still left to be called. It also allowed Trump
to dodge a political bullet in the Deep South,
which under normal circumstances is reliable
Republican territory.

“Congratulations to Senator Cindy Hyde-
Smith on your big WIN in the Great State of
Mississippi,” Trump tweeted. “We are all very
proud of you!” Trump held a pair of 11th-hour
campaign rallies in Mississippi to prop up Hyde-
Smith’s campaign, which had nearly derailed due
to her remarks that Espy and others criticized as
racist and un-democratic. “Mr. President, thank
you so much for all of your help,” Hyde-Smith
said during a victory speech, stressing that the
race was about preserving the “conservative
values” of the state. “Mississippians know me
and they know my heart, and thank you for

stepping up,” she added.

‘Not the end’
Hyde-Smith becomes the first woman elect-

ed to Congress from Mississippi. She was
appointed to the Senate in April to replace
Republican Thad Cochran, who stepped down
for health reasons, and will now serve the
remaining two years of his term. Democrats
were hoping political lightning could strike
twice within a year in the South, after Democrat
Doug Jones scored a shock Senate upset last
December in neighboring Alabama. It was not
to be in Mississippi, a state politically divided
largely along racial lines, as voters cast ballots
in the final Senate contest of the midterm elec-
tions and the final referendum on Trump in
2018. Espy sought to frame his defeat as a
strong showing for a party seeking to make
inroads ahead of 2020 elections in a state
where racial tensions still run deep.

“Make no mistake-tonight is the beginning,
not the end,” tweeted Espy, who once served as
agriculture secretary under president Bill

Clinton. “When this many people show up, stand
up, and speak up, it is not a loss. It is a moment.
It is a movement.” Hyde-Smith, a former state
lawmaker, should have glided to victory. But she
startled observers this month when she said she
would be “on the front row” if one of her sup-
porters “invited me to a public hanging.” Days
later she was recorded telling a small group at a
university that it would be “a great thing” to
suppress votes of liberal students.

With Hyde-Smith facing a backlash, Trump
told supporters in Biloxi that it was vital to pre-
serve a strong Senate majority in order to
defend policies like tax cuts and confirm judges
“who will interpret the constitution exactly as
written.” Democrats reclaiming the House will
make it more difficult for Trump to push
through his agenda. Experts said black
Mississippians would have needed to vote in
significantly larger numbers than the white
population for underdog Espy to win. He and
Hyde-Smith entered a runoff because neither
gained a majority in the November 6 election,
which featured multiple candidates.— AFP 

WASHINGTON: John Bolton, the influ-
ential White House national security
advisor, said Tuesday he will not listen
to the tape recording of Saudi dissident
journalist Jamal Khashoggi’s murder
because he doesn’t understand Arabic.
The gruesome tape - a key piece of evi-
dence in the murder allegedly ordered
by US ally Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman - was distrib-
uted by Turkey after Khashoggi was
killed inside the Saudi consulate in
Istanbul on October 2. But Bolton told
journalists that there is no point in him
listening to the events unfolding in the
recording because he can’t understand
the language. “I guess I should ask you
why you think I should, what you think

I’ll learn from it,” he responded to a
journalist.

Asked why he couldn’t listen with the
help of a translator, he answered “I can
read a transcript.” Bolton’s reluctance to
hear the recording mirrored President
Donald Trump’s position that there is no
need for him to listen. After press reports
that the CIA was pointing the finger
directly at Prince Mohammed, Trump
issued a statement saying that US-Saudi
relations and oil market stability were
too important to rock over the scandal.
After repeated denials of any knowledge
about Khashoggi’s disappearance, Saudi
Arabia finally admitted the 59-year-old
had been murdered at the mission in a
“rogue” operation.—AFP 
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MISSISSIPPI: US Senator Cindy Hyde-Smith (R-MS) speaks during an election night event at
The Westin Hotel in Jackson, Mississippi. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: US National Security Advisor John Bolton speaks at a
press briefing at the White House in Washington, DC. — AFP 


